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Dividend Growth in Demand

Cornerstone Macro recently commented on the
“unprecedented run in 2020” for growth stocks that were
up over 38% (YTD) through September 14, 2020,
compared to their average annual return of 1.5% from
1991-2019. In their report, scarcity value is highlighted
as one factor that may cause valuations for growth
stocks to increase. As noted in the chart on the right, the
number of growth stocks using their methodology
declined over time. In economics, that tends to be ruled
by supply and demand as less supply tends to push
prices higher.

However, we would note that the quest to find growth in
2020 is not limited to earnings growth. In the chart
above, we provide the returns for stocks that pay
dividends in the S&P 500® Index, ranked by their
dividend growth rate. Over the last twelve months,
investors tended to favor those companies in the S&P
500 that increased dividends at the fastest rate.

One dynamic that may come into play is the scarcity of
dividend growth in domestic markets. On the second
page, we show the dividend growth rate of the S&P 500

Index each year, over the past ten years. Although there
was no dividend growth for the index in 2010, the rate of
dividend growth for the index grew rapidly as we exited
a global financial crisis and the economic recovery was
in full swing.
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Past performance is not indicative of future results. Any type of investing involves risk and there are no guarantees. The volatility of an index varies greatly; all
indices are unmanaged and investments cannot be made directly in an index.

S&P 500®: The S&P 500® Index is a readily available, carefully constructed, market-value-weighted benchmark of common stock performance. Currently, the
S&P® Composite includes 500 of the largest stocks (in terms of stock market value) in the United States; prior to March 1957 it consisted of 90 of the largest stocks.
The volatility of an index varies greatly; investments cannot be made directly in an index.

The Chartered Financial Analyst® (CFA) charter is a graduate-level investment credential awarded by CFA Institute — the largest global association of
investment professionals. To earn the CFA charter, candidates must: 1) pass three sequential, six-hour examinations; 2) have at least four years of qualified
professional investment experience; 3) join CFA Institute as members; and 4) commit to abide by, and annually reaffirm, their adherence to the CFA Institute Code of
Ethics and Standards of Professional Conduct.

The opinions contained in the preceding commentary reflect those of Sterling Capital Management LLC, and not those of BB&T Corporation now Truist Financial
Corporation or its executives. The stated opinions are for general information only and are educational in nature. These opinions are not meant to be predictions or
an offer of individual or personalized investment advice. They are not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security. This
information and these opinions are subject to change without notice. All opinions and information herein have been obtained or derived from sources believed to be
reliable. Any type of investing involves risk and there are no guarantees. Sterling Capital Management LLC does not assume liability for any loss which may result
from the reliance by any person upon such information or opinions.

Investment advisory services are available through Sterling Capital Management LLC, a separate subsidiary of BB&T Corporation now Truist Financial Corporation.
Sterling Capital Management LLC manages customized investment portfolios, provides asset allocation analysis and offers other investment-related services to
affluent individuals and businesses. Securities and other investments held in investment management or investment advisory accounts at Sterling Capital
Management LLC are not deposits or other obligations of BB&T Corporation now Truist Financial Corporation, Branch Banking and Trust Company now Truist Bank
or any affiliate, are not guaranteed by Branch Banking and Trust Company now Truist Bank or any other bank, are not insured by the FDIC or any other federal
government agency, and are subject to investment risk, including possible loss of principal invested.

Sterling Capital does not provide tax or legal advice. You should consult with your individual tax or legal professional before taking any action that may have tax or
legal implications.

However, recent years saw dividend growth slowed for
the S&P 500, and fewer companies are raising their
dividends. According to Bloomberg, thus far in 2020, 316
companies in the S&P 500 have raised their dividend, a
9% decline from 2019.

One of the hallmarks of the Sterling Capital Equity
Income strategy is targeting a dividend growth rate in
excess of the overall market (in addition to its overall
yield above the S&P 500). We believe investing in high

quality stocks that can consistently raise their dividend
over time can improve the odds of long-term success for
clients. Moreover, these increases can be viewed as a
sign of financial strength and management’s optimism
regarding future prospects. In 2020, it appears investor
appetite for growth includes growing dividends for
companies who pay dividends.

As always, thank you for your interest and trust in
managing your investments.
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Charles J. Wittmann, CFA®, Executive Director, joined Sterling Capital Management in 2014 and has investment experience
since 1995. Chip is an equity portfolio manager. Prior to joining Sterling, he worked for Thompson Siegel & Walmsley as a
portfolio manager and (generalist) analyst. Prior to TS&W, he was a founding portfolio manager and analyst with Shockoe
Capital, an equity long/short hedge fund. Chip received his B.A. in Economics from Davidson College and his M.B.A. from Duke
University's Fuqua School of Business. He holds the Chartered Financial Analyst® designation.
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